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The problem of 
infinite regress

A sequence of reasoning of 

justification which can never come to 

an end.



Also...

This is not a typo….

Harry Tuttle stars in the 1985 

dystopian film Brazil which is about 

true love and creative plumbing.

Tuttle is a rogue engineer who wants 

to fix real plumbing problems without 

the paperwork.

Remember that. We will need it later.



Where does banking come into this?



The unchanging stripes of leopards and the 
myth of inevitability.



We are who we are

We are in control

The future is coming



Then ‘fintech’ happened.



Enter left: a period of lasting and profound disruption.

Source: vima swiss



Where do turtles come into this?



Trend guessing… or... 
Looking for the Turtle at the Far End of all the 

Turtles.



Who is spending what...



Who is ‘disrupting’ what...



Where is it all happening...



Predictions getting vaguer, and scarier.



When the message is… ‘do all 
the stuff’.





Source: Deloitte



Turtles all the way down, after all.



Where do plumbers come into this?



Knowing that a conversation is important 
vs

 Knowing what to do with it.





So what?



What has been the exam question:
innovation
/ɪnəˈveɪʃ(ə)n/

noun

a new method, idea, product, etc.

plural noun: innovations

"technological innovations designed to save energy"



What we learned
New tech is real, scalable and exciting.

But it’s not ‘light touch’: it requires new business models and robust infrastructure.

What we didn’t learn
How to marry innovation to business imperative.

And have the hard conversations first.



What should be the exam question:
survival
/səˈvʌɪv(ə)l/

noun
the state or fact of continuing to live or exist, typically in spite of an accident, ordeal, or difficult circumstances.
"the animal's chances of survival were pretty low"



Time for the leopard to change its shorts.



We are who we are

We must make choices

The party can happen without us



A changed world.
The regulator

Neither the ‘what’ nor the 

‘when’ is in the FIs gift any 

more.

The market

Your competitors may be 

very much like you still, 

but the services your 

customers consume that 

are higher value than 

yours, are not like you in 

the slightest.

The customer

The customer knows 

better. And expects better. 

Because they have better. 

Just not from you.



The ‘How’: Tech



The ‘what’: your strategy.



Wait and see is a choice, but not a strategy.



The era of optionality needs to end.



The ‘who’: your Tuttles.



Source XKCD



Choice



What happens next



Infrastructure

Economics

Brand permission



There is a catch



Innovation is a state, not a department
The need to stay relevant is constant and the pace of change relentless.

Infrastructure is a hygiene factor, not a differentiator
The proposition, pricing and go to market is where the battle is fought. And won or 

lost.



So…
What will you do next?



If all else fails, start here:
Who is your organisation’s Tuttle?



Thank you for your time
@LedaGlyptis


